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SUMMARY: The paper considers a general theory of systems in a process-based framework whose episte-
mology is unity of knowledge. The process of reflecting the unity in the socio-scientific order is carried out
through the medium of unification of knowledge. The methodology for such a process-centred world view is for-
mulated and scientific evidence of its viability in the general systems framework is presented from secondary
sources.
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Epistemology

INTRODUCTION

Firms and institutions are today experiencing con-

tinuous technology change and replacement of equip-

ments. This rapid change causes problems of social

adjustment due to gaps between technological change

and the social requirements of technology. The emerg-

ing problems cause both private as well as social costs

to occur. These together intertwine to increase the total

cost of machines and equipments in the sense of enter-

prise, economy, society, institutions and the human

ecology, all interacting with each other on socio-scien-

tific grounds. For instance, the rapid expansion of med-

ical technology has not lowered the unit cost of medical

care or broadened its accessibility to all users gener-

ally. In developing countries, the import bills associated

with such expensive medical technology have been

staggering. OECD points out, that medical expenditure

remains the highest next to expenditure on public edu-

cation in industrialized countries, not to speak of the

developing ones who are at the receiving and of tech-

nological change, its transfer and import (OECD 1984).

THE CONCEPT OF THE SOCIO-SCIENTIFIC PHE-

NOMENA

The idea of socio-scientific phenomenon is to dis-

cern interrelationships among science and society,

technology and society, and hence between machines

and society, in an interactive way. Thus by a socio-sci-
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entific theory here we will mean a unique methodology

for analytically discerning, extracting and using interac-

tions among all systems, e.g. interactions between

machine systems and socio-economic systems. It is

surmised in this paper, that such an interactive

approach can be derived epistemologically from and

can then establish a unified ethical perspective in sci-

ence and society. We claim that such a methodology

premised on a unified way of looking at systemic inter-

relationships cannot be possible in a disjointed and

dualistic view of general systems, when these are gov-

erned by mutually independent epistemes.

THE CONCEPT OF MACHINES

Let us now explain our concept of machines from

which the idea of continuous machines can be derived.

We will define machines as technological instruments

that are subjected to the idea of socio-scientific phe-

nomena as studied by means of a unification theory of

systemic interactions. A machine is therefore an instru-

ment that carries with it a body of scientific and techno-

logical knowledge that manifests the epistemological

basis of the corresponding theories in human situa-

tions. Many elements characterize such human situa-

tions. One such situation is human ecology (12). It

includes broadly, sub-systems such as, health, society,

economy, economic activities such as production, con-

sumption and distribution, etc. Human ecology also

spans a study of markets of all kinds. Thus enterprise,

skills and formation of consumer preferences based on

the background of economic activities, also belong to

the domain of human ecology. Like this, many other

social sub-systems can be included.

Consequently, private and social costs as well as

private and social benefits arise from interactions

among the above types of activities via the medium of

machines as instruments of scientific and technological

epistemes. Machines as such inter-systemic instru-

ments become a powerful connector between science,

technology and the socio-economic order. The study of

the precedent and consequentialist contexts of

machines is therefore, of immense importance in

restructuring private and social costs and benefits in

society that engender either due to the gap or due to

complementarity between science, technology,

machines and social requirements, respectively.

Continuous Machines
Now we turn to define continuous machines. Here

we consider the nature of machines as instruments

when the science-technology socio-economic interrela-

tionships, i.e. socio-scientific interrelationships,

become continuous in nature. By viewing socio-eco-

nomic change as a continuous phenomenon, the socio-

scientific system of interrelationships becomes

continuous as well. Consequently, machines as instru-

ments that are intrinsically linked to socio-scientific

changes, can remain effective carriers of an underlying

scientific and technological episteme and define the

continuous chain of interactions, if they are viewed as

continuous machines.

Hence a continuous machine is a technological and

scientific instrument that enables continuous socio -

scientific interactions to occur and be explained in the

background of the unification theory of general sys-

tems. We will introduce such a unification methodology

and explain the nature of extensive socio-scientific

interactions that are realized in general systems involv-

ing machines as continuous instruments of change. In

this sense we note, that just as policy instruments can

impart continuous effects on socio-economic variables,

so also now continuous machines become socio-eco-

nomic and instrumental entities, even though they pre-

serve their physical identities.

OBJECTIVE

Our objective in this paper is to present a modular

theory of continuous machines incorporating in it a

unique analytical theory interlinking science, technol-

ogy, machines and society. Using such a theory and

the continuous nature of interrelationships bet-ween

machines as socio-scientific instruments and the socio-

economic order, we will show that our emerging socio-

scientific theory can provide an ethical meaning to
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science, technology and machines in relation to the

socio-economic order.

We will use first a genetic control instrumentation as

molecular machines and consider them in terms of

human factor. We will show that in actual experiments

carried out with molecular continuous machines, there

exist extensive interactions and complementarities that

oppose the Darwinian idea of conflict among groups of

natural selections. Thus we will argue that in our

unique modular socio-scientific theory of machines,

continuous evolution of machines must be determined

and evaluated in reference to interactive social deci-

sions involving science, technology and society. These

cannot be taken up independently of continuous

machines will revolve around the theory of capital

accumulation as perceived in the Austrian economic lit-

erature. Here we will show how institutionalization of

complementary economic activities can negate the

age-old claim of sensitive relationship between interest

rate and capital formation. Instead, we will place capi-

tal formation in the interactive, consensual and

dynamic framework of cooperative economic activities.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

We start axiomatizing that if machines and socio-

economic systems are to be unified by a unique episte-

mology, there must prevail a unique body of knowledge

of phenomenon in each of such systems. We will then

deduce as a corollary, that conversely, the pervasive

existence of such an embryonic systems-knowledge

must neccessarily unify socio-scientific systems and all

that are in them. This latter attribute by the principle of

causation between systems and their agents and vari-

ables, would cause extensive complementarities

among diversities of similar categories. Such a princi-

ple that unifies systemic entities by means of interrelat-

ing them, is referred to here as the Principle of

Universal Complementarity. This principle is of critical

importance in our understanding of the ethical context

of socio-scientific systems.

By interconnecting general systems, diverse as

they may seem, such as machines and the socio-eco-

nomic order, we endogenize a unique knowledge in the

unifying agents and variables within and across such

systems and their sub-systems. Hence a unique

methodology of unifying systems can be possible in

terms of the commonly endogenizing knowledge input

and output. A socio-scientific model of knowledge-

induced interrelationships emerges (4). The extensive

nature of complementary interrelationships across sys-

tems now defines the idea of general systems.

Furthermore, since a continuous and evolving

nature of causation must exist between machines and

the socio-economic order, therefore, the pervasively

interactive model of knowledge in socio-scientific sys-

tems must also be of an evolutionary type. A learning

process in systems is thus implied. Optimal states of

independent systems and of exogenously induced

technologies and scientific methods, which are really

conveniences mechanized by humans but may not be

realism, are replaced by inherently evolutionary

processes (13,24).

Finally, we note the following additional property of

the knowledge-induced model. Due to the learning

process reflected by interactions and systems evolu-

tion, stages of convergence across certain ranges of

interactions occur. Such stages are marked by evolu-

tionary equilibria pertaining to the diversity of paths that

lead to the convergence points (22). Such temporary

equilibrium points exist only in the instantaneous

sense. They are immediately perturbed by fresh knowl-

edge induction of the socio-economic variables,

included in which are continuous machines existing as

instruments.

Hence interactions occur. They lead to temporary

knowledge-induced integration or convergence. Inte-

grative states are subsequently evolved to higher (or

lower) levels of newly and inductively regenerated

knowledge. Such a learning-by-doing experience in

knowledge production and the socio-scientific order,

proceeds on continuously.

We will now collect the above three stages of the

knowledge-induced modular forms, namely, interac-

tions, integration and evolution in Figure 1. We will call
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this model as the IIE-model. The IIE-model implies that

a unique system must generate a theory, say T, out of

two complementing partial theories, say T1 and T2

according to diversities of each other. Thus, T=T1∩T2.

Formalization with Interactions, Integration and
Evolution in Knowledge-Induced Systems

In order to look more closely in terms of the knowl-

edge-values and their knowledge-induced socio-eco-

nomic variables, we proceed as follows: Let, {θ1as,

θ2as,...} denote the sequence of knowledge-vectors, θias

with interactions i=1,2...., agents a=1,2,..., systems

s=1,2,... Let the knowledge-induced socio-economic

variables be denoted by, {x1as(θ1as), x2as(θ2as), .....},

where, xias(θias), i, a, s are as defined above. The

vector-variables are differentiated by ranges of interac-

tions leading to temporary convergences followed by

their evolution.

We can write T1 and T2, hence T, as follows:

T(θias,θias'), xias(θias), xias'(θjas')) =T1(θias,xias(θias)) o

T2(θjas',x'(θjas),{θias,θjas',...} ∈Ω. i,j=1,2,..., i and j

depend upon the limiting value of interactions within

given stages and are not necessarily equal. Hence θ-

values and θ’-values; similarly, x(θ)-values and x(θ')-

values, are not necessarily equal in their categories. In

Figure 1, the θ*-value stands for the limiting case of the

vector of θ-values. It is associated with a dominant rule

selected out of complementary rules that emerge from

the axiomatic premise by virtue of the latter's unifica-

tion power in theoretical and practical sense. Thus, cor-

responding to θ*, there emerges a dominant theory

combining deductive and inductive reasoning. The

latter two interact together by means of cause and

effect (necessary and sufficient relations) to give the

dominant unification theory of systems, T, as shown.

'o' denotes composite mapping between deductive

theory, T1, and inductive theory, T2. Hence, due to the

circular causation of inductive and deductive processes

being interlinked in the above-mentioned theory of gen-

eral systems, a unique theory, T, is established by a

continuously composite functional of evolutionary epis-

temologies of systems integrating together in the

deductive and inductive processes. The above type of

theory construction applies to all agents and systems.

Here, i=1,2...; a=1,2,...; s=1,2,..

We note from the simulative dynamics of the causal

processes, Ω to T1 and T1 to T2, shown in Figure 1, that

the composite functionals, such as T, are endogenized

in the circular causation and continuity model x-values

are knowledge-induced. Both θ-values and x-values

are evolutionary in nature, but they proceed in

processes (i.e. from interactions to integration to evolu-

tion). In this way, the evolutionary processes unify

across a=1,2...; s=1,2,..., in terms of the regenerated

circularity of q-values and their interrelationships with

knowledge - induced x-values.

It remains to be seen whether the rule of IIE-model

emerging from the θ-values is of the nature of comple-

Figure 1: The Interactive-Integrative-Evolutionary Knowledge-Induced Theory of General systems.
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mentarity or of marginalist substitution. The latter per-

vades neoclassical economic theory and its protoypes

(11). If this latter property holds, marginalism between

alternatives in systems and among agents will continu-

ously individuate the processes, T1, T2 and their like,

until methodological individualism prevails across all a,

s. The idea of marginalist substitution found in neoclas-

sical theory of economics, society and science (5) is

the product of self-attenuating concepts, such as, of

duality, pluralism, independence and individualism,

optimality and steady state equilibrium, plus a linear

concept of time governing change in the absence of

knowledge induction. As opposed to the linear concept

of time we have Kant's transcendental (1) and Ein-

stein's simultaneity problem in time and event (8).

None of the self attenuating concepts mentioned

above, can cause complementarity between T1 and T2,

although within T1 and T2 there can exist continuous

states defined by physical and social Darwinism. The

implication here is that the 'dynamics' of marginalist

substitution as a neoclassical principle within systems,

leads endogenously (that is in its own conceptual

plane) to the states of non-complementarity across

systems of its own prototypes.

In order to generate 'global' complementarity, both

within and across systems, θ-values and x-values are

premised on Ω that epistemologically axiomatizes gen-

eral systems. Such an essence of uniqueness and

extensive complementarity across agents and systems

in the IIE-sense, is the meaning of unity in general sys-

tems. The methodological transmission of this unity

attribute in the θ-induced theory of general systems

attains the idea of systemic unification.

In the academic literature, such a textual unification

epistemology is found in the ideas of unity of the sciences

(20), theories of everything (2), and global ethics (6). A

very interesting case of unification epistemology was

given by Ghazzali's theory of Divine Knowledge and its

impact upon the world (16). Ghazzali's concept of T being

a composite between T1 and T2, is contrary to the solely

deductive theory of systems given by Kant (T1) (15) and

the solely inductive theory given by Hume (T2) (14).

THE TOPOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE IN THE IIE-

MODEL

Because any θ,θ~∈Ω, therefore, θ∩θ~∈Ω. The

mathematical complementation of q is denoted here by

θ~, with θ~∈Ω. Thereby, θ∩θ~=φ∈Ω, and θ∪θ~∈Ω.

Furthermore, since in Figure 1, θ's generated from Ω,

therefore, there exists a measure that is definable over

Ω (9). This however, does not mean that Ω is measura-

bly closed, for then, for example, Ghazzali's concept of

divine unity and its relationship with the world, would

not be well-defined. Thus with the above properties, Ω

becomes a higher dimensional extensive topology.

Such extensions can be defined by the Hahn-Banach

algebras (19).

In Ω, non-null intersections, ∩, denote interactions.

Null intersections, ∩, denote the absence of interac-

tions. Hence, since θ-values ∈Ω define paths based on

unification, that is complementarity out of diversity,

therefore, θ~-values ∈Ω denote paths of marginalist

substitution. The latter are necessary in the parent

topology in order to affirm the existence of θ-induced

paths as signified by the evolution of θ-values and of

their corresponding knowledge-induced socio-eco-

nomic variables, the x(θ)-values. The disjointness

between paths dependent upon θ-values and θ~-

values proves the complete polarity between unity-

based 'global' complementarity and the idea of

marginalist subsitution (tradeoff). The two socio-scien-

tific paths provide polar forms of relationships between

continuous machines and the socio-economic order.

We will now particularize the socio-scientific meaning

of Figure 1 to the case of continuous machines and

their relationship with the socio-economic order.

THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN CONTIN-

UOUS MACHINES AND THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC

ORDER

In Figure 2, the axiomatic premise of continuous

machines in the socio-economic order, i.e. s=1

(machine), 2 (socio-economic order), 'a' being given,

comprises the circular causation and continuity model

of unified reality for the socio-scientific theory as pro-
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vided by Figure 1. Thus, a machine and a socio-eco-

nomic order that are both epistemologically premised

on such a unification model (IIE-model), provide a uni-

versally complementary world view for similar cate-

gories. Thereby, this unique theory (T) becomes

universally the socio-scientific theory of continuous

machines (s=1) and the socio-economic order (s=2).

Now a machine (or socio-economic order) set up in

two different positions, P1, P2, in Figure 2, giving rise to

conceptual rules α1, α2, respectively, will still generate

a uniquely unified theory. The respectively knowledge-

induced observations based on these rules, i.e. x1

(θ1(α1)), x2 (θ2(α2)), though different due to diversities,

will be functionally linear (or monotonic). Thereby, say,

x2 (θ2(α2)) = q.x1 (θ1(α1)), for which the cost generated

for x1(.), say C1(x1(.)), is monotonically related to the

cost for x2(.), say C2(x2(.)). Likewise the socio-eco-

nomic benefits generated remain monotonic as well.

Now, C2(.)= q.C1(.), C3(.) = q2.C1(.), etc. Cn(.)=qn.

C1(.). Let, C1(.)= Co(θo).

Thereby, the total cost associated with the machine-

socio-scientific operations is denoted by,

C(θ)= ∑t=1
nCt(θ)=Co(θo)/(1-q), q<1.

As shown earlier, diversities of α's and hence of θ's,

but always functional linearity or monotonicity of x's

and T's, cause socio-scientific values, (θ,x(θ)), to

increase. Diversities in paths and possibilities in this

sense, result in risk-diversification, which causes C(θ)

to decline, q being given. Hence, this total cost

declines with increase in θ-values.

THE IDEA OF SOCIAL 'POSITIONING' OF CON-

TINUOUS MACHINES

A prominent implication of such a phenomenon of

cost reduction with increase in biodiversity, is the rele-

vance of alternative medicines for social well-being.

The complementarity between biodiversity and commu-

nity-based medicine was recognized in the Rio-Earth

Summit (17). Now by means of the social appropriate-

ness concept and its cost-reducing and risk-diversify-

ing consequences, we come across the term, social

'positioning' of continuous machines. This concept is

taken up in the light of the social requirements that

such alternative social positions can gene-rate to make

biological instruments (machines), and hence the

underlying scientific and technological epistemology,

socially acceptable. The diversity of alternatives gener-

ates ways of understanding this idea of social 'position-

ing' of machines (medicines, medical instruments,

genetic control, molecular machines etc.).

In Figure 2, the social 'positioning' concept is dis-

played by the points like P1, P2, etc. If now we reverse

the relations by premising P1, P2, etc. on the epistemol-

ogy of marginalist substitution (tradeoff) between

machines and between machine and their social

requirements, and then carry on the arguments as

given above for the case of θ~, then x1(θ(α1))~ and

x2(θ2(α2))~ are not monotonically related. Here the ~

affixed to variables indicates mathematical comple-

mentation (opposites) of the knowledge values and

their induced socio-scientific values including

machines.

In the complementation state or the 'de-knowledge'

case, it is noted that even if we induce technological

change in the marginalist (tradeoff) system, no struc-

tural difference is realized. Such a change merely

enhances θ1~ - values by virtue of their theory of endo-

geneity according to the self-same marginalist substitu-

tion (tradeoff) property. We therefore say, that

neoclassical systems both of science and society,

borrow exogenous technology and preference, and the

endogenously perpetuate such exogenous properties.

Only recently, endogenous growth models have com-

menced to be studied in the light of their property to

annul the assumption of diminishing marginal rates of

return in production functions. Endogenous growth

model attain this feat by the production of knowledge in

their system. Yet by and large, the properties of such

models remain to be those of well-behaved neoclassi-

cal production menus (26).

The choices of x1(.)~ and x2(.)~ necessitate the

existence of opportunity cost. Contrarily, opportunity

cost did not exist for our case of extensive complemen-

tarity between θ1(x1), θ2(x2), x1(θ1(α1)), x2(θ2(α2)), etc.
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Since marginalism of any one choice against another

increases its opportunity cost, therefore, risk and

uncertainty, hence transaction costs, increase in the

system. Figure 2 thus addresses both the case of

knowledge-induced socio-scientific theory of continu-

ous machines as well as the neoclassical type theory of

marginalist machines in the socio-economic order.

Examples of the latter types respecting the social 'posi-

tioning', are socially costly and non-adaptive machines,

rapid obsolescence of machines, and technology, and

harmful effects caused by such optimal machines, that

unlike those generating complementarities with diverse

possibilities, are costly to control.

The following is the principal difference between P1,

P2 etc. in Figure 2, in the two cases of unity-based

episteme and marginalist episteme: The IIE-model

world view is premised on a process model of evolu-

tionary epistemology arising from strong and pervasive

interactions and integration in knowledge-induced gen-

eral systems. The IIE-character unifies alternatives by

its Principle of Universal Complementarity and thus

diversifies risk and costs with the complementary social

'positioning' of continuous machines. The model of

marginalist substitution is caused by cost increases

associated with different social 'positioning' of

machines. Such positionings are considered to be opti-

mal and equilibrium states in the sense of steady state

conditions or at best being endowed with limited

process characteristics (7). While the IIE configurations

of machines in the diverse social 'positioning' lead to

cost and risk-diversification via the principle of univer-

sal complementarity, optimal machines lead instead, to

costly control mechanism. Failure in achieving the

latter states leads to social costs generated from lack

of optimal control of the machines. Such effects in both

the cases are continuous in the socio-economic order

via continuous machines.

SOCIAL COSTS AND THE 'POSITIONING' OF

MACHINES

In order to study the problem of social costs associ-

ated with machines in the light of the knowledge-based

socio-scientific theory, we treat a machine in a commu-

nity sense (a social sense) with respect to the interac-

tions that are generated with the corresponding

socio-scientific variables. Let the gamut of such inter-

actions among the diversity of knowledge and rules

governing machines and socio-economic systems in

the sense of uniqueness of unification despite monoto-

nicity among the rules, be denoted by ∩ijθij, with i, j=1

(machines), 2 (socio-economic system). The corre-

sponding interactions among socio-scientific variables

are denoted by ∩ij xij(θij), with i, j=1,2 as before. Like-

wise, we can have the θ~-values and their corres-

ponding x~ socio-economic variables.

Examples of variables included in the above kinds
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Figure 2: Effects of Shifting 'Positioning' of Continuous Machines.
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are social 'positioning' of continuous machines for the

two cases-of complementarity and marginalism, as

knowledge and de-knowledge of the machine types in

these two cases, respectively. In either case, the i, j-

subscript denotes the two kinds of response from soci-

ety on the appropriateness of the machines from the

social point of view. On the side of socio-scientific vari-

ables are machine costs that are interrelated with

social cost. In the latter type is the cost of human expo-

sure to x-ray caused by the problem of appropriate

social 'positioning' followed by the corresponding

social responses.

Some of the interrelationships among Θij and Xij(Θij)

can be shown in the matrix given below:

θij i       1        2                    Xij     i     1         2
-----------------------                   ------------------------

j                                               j

1             θ11 θ12 → 1            X11 X12

2              θ21 θ22 2            X21 X22

With the above kinds of interactive variables, we

can now provide the mathematical definition of contin-

uous machines (M) in terms of such interactions

between machines as socio-scientific instruments and

the gamut of socio-economic variables:

M = M(∩ij θij, ∩ij Xij(θij)), i, j=1,2.

The important point to note in the above mathemat-

ical definition of continuous machine is the delineation

of a machine as an instrument of interrelationships

among socio-scientific variables. This social configura-

tion as a relational concept has been referred to in this

paper as social 'positioning' of continuous machines. In

this sense of the term, a machine is seen to be much

more than a simple equipment. In fact, it is the social

worth of the machine as a socio-scientific instrument

that establishes its meaning and appropriateness.

In this case, the interactions among θijl and Xijl (θijl),

i=1 (machine), 2 (socio-economic system), j=1

(machine), 2 (socio-economic system); l=1,2,3

(phases), become complex. So also the corresponding

interactions shown by xijl(Θijl) become complex. The

important point to note however, even beyond analyt-

ics, is the process orientation now generated among

science, technology, machines, agents and society

across stages of their evolution in order to determine

appropriateness of technology and machines. Here the

actual choice and social 'positioning' of machines as

socio-scientific instruments requires social decisions

pertaining to them. In such social decision-making,

large sets of variables interact. Such interactions are

most effectively captured by actual human participation

on the issues at hand.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KNOWLEDGE

AND TIME IN CONTINUOUS MACHINES

On examining the epistemological meaning in the

interrelationships between θ and x(θ) in relation to Ω,

we find that time (t) is also a cognitive form among so

many others in x(θ). Consider what would be the result

if t was solely primordial in nature t would then pre-

cede θ and thus characterize the latter by its own

property. In the real world phenomenon, the nature of

time is monotonically linear and an independent vari-

able. Thus, no substantive evolution would be possi-

ble. This is well known to be the ethical predicament of

neoclassical concept of time and its created socio-sci-

entific order (18). This problem of non-interaction in

the 'global' sense of general systems remains even in

stochastic control, once adaptive Markovian

processes among random terms are invoked to lin-

earize the uncertainty. Otherwise, non-controllability of

systems due to their epistemologically un-unified and

chaotic nature, would result in complexity (10). Neither

of these two cases provides the properties of knowl-

edge-induced systems commencing from the episte-

mology of unity and structuring a world that is

controllable by the endogenous induction of such

knowledge amidst diversities, complementarity and

evolution.

Hence, t=t(Θ). But since Θ is essentially equivalent

to interactions, which occur in the real space (continu-

ous) or in the number system (discrete) along a posi-

tive direction, therefore, the simultaneity among
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knowledge, event, and time must coexist. In the case of

continuous machines, it is to be noted that such

machines acquire meaning only in the presence of

interactions, integration and creative evolution at given

points in time (IIE). But a machine could alternatively

exist at a point in time without such interactive proper-

ties. Such a machine would be of no interest to knowl-

edge centered socio-scientific theory of continuous

machines. Because of the simultaneity among know-

ledge, event and time, we take the real-valued time to

be linearly and monotonically determined by know-

ledge with respect to a machine. Process-oriented sim-

ulation of socio-scientific machines then proceed on by

means of simulating θ-values. Once again, beyond

ordinality of θ-values for engineering systems, the

more important note here is that of social participation

in determining the appropriateness of technology and

machines.
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EXAMPLES OF CONTINUOUS MACHINES AND

THEIR SOCIAL 'POSITIONING'

1.  Molecular  Machines  of  Genetic  Control

Continuous machines have their applications both

within the epistemology of scientific systems as well as

these in relation to the unique theory of socio-scientific

systems embedded in socio-economics. We will sup-

port this claim first, by referring to the example of

'molecular machines' in genetic transcription (25).

The theory presented is that RNA polymerase ema-

Figure 4: Molecular Machinery as Continuous Machine in Genetic Control.

ACTIVATORS REPRESSORS

These proteins bind to genes at sites known These proteins bind to selected sets

as enhancers. Activators help to determine of genes at sites known as silencers.

which genes will be switched on, and they They interfere with the functioning of

speed the rate of transcription. activators and thus slow transcription.

COACTIVATORS BASAL FACTORS

These 'adapter' molecules integrate In response to injuctions from activators

signals from activators and perhaps these factors position RNA polymerase

repressors and relay the results to at the start of the proteincoding region of

the basal factors. a gene and send the enzyme on its way.

Anatomy of the Transcription Apparatus:

The moleculer apparatus controlling transcription in human cells consists of four kinds of components. Basal factors, generally

named by single letters, are essential for transcription but can not by themselves increase or decrease its rate.That task falls to regula-

tory molecules known as activators and repressors; these can vary form gene to gene.Activators, and possibly repressors, communicate

with the basal factors through coactivators-proteins that are linked in a tight complex to the TATA binding protein (TBP), the first of the

basal factors to land on a regulatory region of genes known as the core promoter. Coactivators are named according to their molecular

weights (in kilodaltons).
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nating from a DNA base is monitored by a series of

machine-like controls. These controls are provided by

transcription proteins that activate proteins in cells.

Such transcriptors that exist all through the various

parts of the DNA proteins and effect extensively the

whole systems, are linked also to enhancers and

silencers that together act as smooth conveyors of the

transcription effects. There is a sequence of co-activa-

tors that in conjunction with the activators, cause inte-

gration to take place among the messages coded by

the activators. From such coding of messages arise

genetic elements in the form of discrete sequences of

nucleotides that control the ability of the RNA poly-

merase to transcribe messages. The totality of such

genetic elements that establishes the RNA coding as

the final output of the previous exchange of messages,

is called the core promoter. While the activators com-

prising the transcription bases of molecular machines

are linked with the co-activators, they are also linked to

enhancers and silencer proteins.

The above functions of molecular machines in

genetic control is explained in Figures 3 and 4. Figure

3 shows the inner structure of any one of a sequence of

molecular machines, and there are indefinitely many of

these types over all kinds of proteins that interact with

each other. Figure 4 shows the various parts of contin-

uous machines within any molecular machine pertain-

ing to an RNA polymerase. The important points to

note in these genetic functions are first, to note the

uniqueness of the transcriptor and its pervasiveness

throughout all protein types during the phases of RNA

polymerase. Second, the transcription rate of the RNA

polymerase is conveyed by the combined activity of all

proteins, i.e. by the transcriptor factors in the regulatory

system from the start to the coding phase.

How do the sequences of interactive processes in

molecular machines compare with the theory of inter-

actions-integration-evolution (IIE)-model formalized in

this paper for continuous machines and their social

'positioning' concept? To answer this question and

explain, Figure 5 is specified as follows: A transcription

is defined by gene-knowledge, θ. Its transcriptor factors

are denoted by the sequence of derived gene-knowl-

edge, {θi}, i=1,2,3 (as shown in Figure 3). These knowl-

edge-transcriptors cause a regulatory function in gene-

control process to generate the knowledge-induced

output, x*(θ*) - the RNA polymerase associated with

the interactions and integration among the {θi}-values

and their intermediate forms, such as, proteins. The

core promoters as conveyors that realize the interac-

tions and integration in the genetic control system in

this way, are of the form of f(θi,xi(θi)-functionals. The

coding process at the end of the interactive-integrative

process in genetic control is of the type of

f(θ*,x(θ*))functional.

The 'enhancer sequences' of Figure 5 that interact

with each other in the region within the spherical

spaces are like the evolutionary knowledge-induction

causing complementarity between the deductive and

inductive processes of knowledge formation and their

cognitive impacts. Thus, such regions establish the

IEE-regions over flows of knowledge as unification

processes {θi} leading to θ*-values and their cognitive

forms, xi(θi)-values and x(θ*)-values, respectively. The

base of such transcriptors is the most unified episte-

mology of transcription in genetic control. Throughout

the above- mentioned theory of molecular machines in

genetic control we find pervasiveness of the principle of

universal complementarity, as the transcription rate is

dictated by the combined activity of all proteins - or

transcription factors - bound to its various regulatory

elements.

Figure 5 can be easily compared with Figure 2 to

summarize all the parts of the knowledge-induced IIE

model that so cogently fit into the molecular machines

of genetic control as continuous machines. It is also

noted that the pervasiveness of systemic complemen-

tarities negate the marginalist substitution model of the

neoclassical genre, which is also shown in Figure 2.

The similarity between the socio-scientific epistemol-

ogy of the IIE-model presented in Figure 2 and the

same represented in the theory of molecular machines

of genetic control, at once also universalizes the socio-

scientific meaning of such a theory of molecular

machine.
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Molecular machines as continuous machines fol-

lowing the theory of IIE-model is thus a good example

of unification of knowledge induction in socio-scientific

systems. Tjian claims that the nature of genetic control

by molecular machines is replicated in human genes as

well. Thus with the application of the knowledge-

induced IIE-model, we find that this uniquely applies to

scientific systems and to human systems. The common

message between them is knowledge input and output

as transcription epistemology and unification of knowl-

edge as transcriptor factors.

2. Application of Continuous Machine Theory to
Capital Structure

There exist both resemblances and differences

between Wicksell's concept of machines and ours.

Capital to Wicksell is a relationship among a large

number of dated commodities including labour (23).

Furthermore, according to Wicksell the roundabout-

ness of production by expanding the interrelations

among dated commodities, increases production and

generates interest. This in turn causes more saving

and more capital to occur (3).

Figure 5: Explaining Interactions-Integration-Evolution (IIE)-model in Molecular Machines.

TWO MOLECULES of the activator protein Sp1 (represented above as large dotted spheres) have each attached to enhancer sequences

called GC boxes by mean of protrusions known as zinc fingers; the points of contact with DNA are highlighted by orange hemispheres.

After Sp1 grabs on to DNA, it uses a region rich in the amino acid glutamine to convey transcription-stimulating signals to a specific coac-

tivator.
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Wicksell's dated commodities resemble the interac-

tive nature of our continuous machines and society.

However, through such interaction in our system, we

found that risk-diversification is realized. This reduces

transaction costs.

Wicksell's expanded production time through round-

aboutness, increases the rate of interest. This in turn

increases uncertainity in the intertemporal sense. To

overcome this problem while maintaining the principal

role of interest rate in capital accumulation, Wicksell

shortened the length of production to a year (27). Thus,

Wicksell was forced to ignore the importance of contin-

uous machines as a socially productive asset.

In our case, the length and pervasiveness of inter-

actions leading to creative evolution, reduces transac-

tion costs. This must necessarily cause interest rates to

decline. Savings are now done not by the capitalistic

means of ownership and conflicting labour-capital rela-

tionship. Rather, savings now occur by means of partic-

ipatory instruments of financing. Continuous machines,

as we have defined in terms of a knowledge-induced

socio-scientific theory, are found to be precisely such

kinds of assets that are formed through social partici-

pation and not by the Wicksellian and Austrian con-

cepts of capital, output and interest rates.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we have extended the explanation and

application of knowledge-induced socio-scientific sys-

tems established in detail elsewhere (5), to yet another

important direction - the topic of continuous machines

and their social 'positioning'. We have opened up a dis-

course on the idea of a socio-scientific theory of contin-

uous machines. Machines, just as all scientific and

technological devices, are shown not to be insulated

from and immune to the broader socio-economic ques-

tions. This central issue of the paper has been

addressed by introducing a uniquely common method-

ology for general systems incorporating science, soci-

ety and machines as socio-scientific instruments. This

study we have taken up in an analytical form of the

knowledge-centered world view.

We have shown both by theoretical construct and

empirical presentation, that the concept of continuous

machines is primarily one of systemic interrelationships

described by contingent states of nature describing the

meaningful configurations of such interrelationships.

Time-continuity concept is applied only as a resultant

of the knowledge-event simultaneous positioning, and

not as being primordial to knowledge in the first

instance.

We hope that this paper will open up further analyt-

ical research in the socio-scientific theory of continuous

machines using the epistemology of unification of

knowledge and its extensively complementarity per-

spective of the knowledge-induced world view.
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